The Charter Township of Orion Planning Commission held a regular meeting on Wednesday, August 17, 2022, at 7:00 p.m. at the Orion Township Municipality Complex Board Room, 2323 Joslyn Road, Lake Orion, Michigan 48360.

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS PRESENT:
Scott Reynolds, Chairman
Don Gross, Vice Chairman
Kim Urbanowski, BOT Rep to PC
Derek Brackon, Commissioner

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS ABSENT:
None

1. OPEN MEETING
Chairman Reynolds opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m.

2. ROLL CALL
As noted.

CONSULTANTS PRESENT:
Rodney Arroyo, (Township Planner) of Giffels Webster
Eric Pletsch, (Township Planner) of Giffels Webster
Mark Landis (Township Engineer) of Orchard, Hiltz, and McCliment, Inc.
Tammy Girling, Township Planning & Zoning Director

OTHERS PRESENT:
Steve Perlman
Jason Emerine
Gary August
Tom Martelle

3. MINUTES
A. 8-03-22, Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes
B. 8-03-22, Planning Commission Public Hearing Minutes for PC-22-28, GM Orion BET 2, SLU
C. 8-03-22, Planning Commission Joint Public Hearing Minutes for PC-22-29, Baldwin Village PUD

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Gingell to approve all sets of minutes as presented. Motion carried.

4. AGENDA REVIEW AND APPROVAL
Moved by Trustee Urbanowski, seconded by Vice-Chairman Gross, to approve the agenda as amended. Motion carried.

5. BRIEF PUBLIC COMMENT – NON-AGENDA ITEMS ONLY
None.

6. CONSENT AGENDA
None.
Chairman Reynolds recessed the regular meeting and opened the public hearing for PC-22-31, 1112-1128 Lapeer Road Rezone, the request is to rezone 1112, 1116, 1120, 1124, 1128, & 1132 S. Lapeer Road (parcel #09-14-201-005) from Restricted Business (RB) to General Business (GB) at 7:05 pm and closed the public hearing at 7:09 p.m.

7. NEW BUSINESS
A. PC-22-30, Waldon Reserve Site Condominium Wetland & Site Plan, located at 625 Waldon Rd. (parcel 09-27-276-038).

Chairman Reynolds asked the applicant to state their name and number for the record and give an overview of the project.

Mr. Jason Emerine with Seiber Keast Lehner, 39205 Country Club Dr., Suite C8, Farmington Hills, MI 48331.

Mr. Emerine said that the applicant was also present, Mr. Steve Perlman with Waldon Reserve Development, LLC., and his business partner Pete Alshab, they are together with AP Builders who will be the builder on this project. The project as indicated is located at 625 Waldon Rd. It is between Giddings Rd. and Lapeer Rd. on the south side of Waldon Rd.

Mr. Emerine stated that it is an 18-unit single-family site condominium with 11.42 net site area acres. The proposed development meets the (R-2) existing zoning, so this is a straight zoning request. The (R-2) zoning has 10,800-sq. ft. minimum lot size, 80-ft. wide lots, and the 18 units on this site plan meet that requirement. The roads on this development will be public roads, they are 27-ft. wide and will meet all the Road Commission for Oakland County requirements. The approach out to Waldon Rd. has been reviewed on a preliminary basis with the Road Commission for Oakland County, it requires extending a westbound passing lane on Waldon Rd. It also requires extending the eastbound deceleration lane to Waldon Ridge Ct.

Mr. Emerine said that the wetlands on site, are regulated wetlands, they are Township regulated and EGLE regulated wetlands on site. They are proposing to fill 0.04 acres, which is very little. They have submitted an EGLE wetland permit application to do that which is regulated by part 303 of the state statute.

Mr. Emerine stated that the utilities on the project, they have a proposed sanitary sewer of 8-inches connecting to the existing 24-inch sanitary sewer in Waldon Rd. Waldon Rd. also has an existing 16-inch water main, they are proposing to connect to that with a 16x12 tapping sleeve gate valve and well. The water main is going to loop to the back side of the site to the dead-end stub road on Waldon Ridge Ct.

Mr. Emerine said that the stormwater on site will be collected and detained in accordance with Orion Township standards. It is not under the jurisdiction of the Oakland County Water Resource Commission, so Orion Township Storm Water Standards will govern this whole site. It will be detained and released at an agricultural rate. They are not proposing a sediment basin on this site, but they are proposing a sediment pretreatment device that will be reviewed and approved by Orion Township.

Mr. Emerine stated that in terms of the reviews they have submitted the site plan to all of the four to six different agencies required by the site plan. They didn’t receive any comments from those different people with the exception of the Oakland County Water Resource Commission;
they said that they had no jurisdiction over the stormwater but do have jurisdiction over the sanitary and water, and that is normal practice for sanitary and water.

Mr. Emerine said they received a review letter from the Fire Department, they have issued approval on the project. The Department of Public Services for Orion Township said they had ample capacity within their system to support this development. Their reviewing Engineer OHM which he was sure will comment on this in a minute, has reviewed the plan and generally had said they were in substantial compliance with the Township ordinances. They did ask for a few things one of those being a firetruck turning plan which they will happily prepare and supply. That being said the radiuses on the cult-de-sacs, the roads, and the eyebrows all meet Road Commission standards, so there will be no problem at all fitting the Orion Township firetruck on that. OHM also asked for the sign location plan on this project, they will happily provide that. They do have public roads on this site and the Road Commission for Oakland County typically installs all signs within Road Commission right-of-way, they won’t even let them install them. They will eventually install that themselves but will show the signage as requested by OHM.

Mr. Emerine stated that OHM recommended approval tonight, conditionally, assuming that they are going to meet the requirements of the Storm Water Ordinance, Soil Erosion Ordinance, they meet the Township Engineering Standards, and they provide a cost estimate for the project. They have no problem and had already planned on doing all of those things.

Mr. Emerine said in regard to the site condominium documents that they submitted. Giffels Webster submitted a letter to the Township saying that they were in substantial compliance on their site condominium condo docs. They shouldn’t have any issues there if any issues do come up moving forward with the exhibit B documents they will happily make those changes. With regard to the site plan review by the Planner, Giffels Webster they had a few comments in there and he was sure that they will hear comments from Planner Arroyo and Giffels Webster on this. They asked for an irrigation plan, they will provide an irrigation plan, they haven’t provided it at that time, but they will certainly provide that.

Mr. Emerine added that there were some replacement trees that were missing replacing the landmark trees. They will update their landscape plan to meet those requirements they have no problems meeting those requirements. Lastly, the last comment on the site plan review letter was they were requesting a waiver on lot 15 to encroach within the 25-ft. wetland buffer. He was sure that the Planning Commission will have comments on that along with Planner Arroyo and his client Mr. Perlman will also provide comments on that as well.

Chairman Reynolds turned it over to the professional consultants for their review.

Planner Arroyo read through his review letter date stamped August 9, 2022.

Engineer Landis read through his wetland review letter date stamped August 5, 2022, and the site plan review letter date stamped August 8, 2022.

Vice-Chairman Gross asked if the subdivision to the east were those roads also public roads? Engineer Landis replied that he believes that they were.

Vice-Chairman Gross questioned if they were showing sidewalks within this development? Mr. Emerine replied correct, 5-ft. sidewalks.

Vice-Chairman Gross asked if the client has had any contact with the HOA to the east? Mr. Steve Perlman on behalf of Waldon Development replied no he has not. Vice-Chairman Gross asked if they knew that they are going to have a road connected to their road? Mr. Perlman replied no they do not.
Commissioner Brackon asked about the encroachment on lot 15, how many feet or what size are they talking about into that buffer? Mr. Emerine stated that the proposed lot line is right up to the edge of the wetland boundary itself. The encroachment into the buffer is the entire 25-ft. width buffer. There is probably a likelihood of a retaining wall being built, not in the wetland in the buffer itself a minimal height retaining wall to go in that area. Commissioner Brackon asked who was going to build that. Mr. Emerine replied that it will be part of the plot plan for that site, the builder will. Commissioner Brackon asked if they could explain the wetland equalizer culvert? Engineer Landis replied that it was his understanding after reading through their application that EGLE was asking for them to maintain some hydraulic connectivity with the wetland near lots 6 and 7, and to the south for 14 and 15. Mr. Emerine added that they did perform an onsite EGLE pre-application meeting. Their original intention was to completely fill that wetland 0.04 acres, about 18,000-sq. ft. They were just going to fill it and build the road over it. During their onsite EGLE application, they were with their wetland consultant Mr. Jeff King from Barr Engineering, and Steve Perlman the applicant, the three of them attended the site walk. Their original intentions were to fill it entirely but by the request of the EGLE permitter, Mr. Robert Premo with EGLE wanted to try to maintain some hydrology to that existing wetland which is the larger one on the west side of the site. They were originally going to detain that area and put it through their storm sewer network out to the detention basin, but he requested them to leave some drainage in the rear yard of lot 7 and let it run off through that culvert down to that wetland. He added that was not their original intent, but they were happy to do whatever EGLE requested and that is why the culvert is there.

Commissioner Brackon asked when people buy that lot the builder and the owners are going to be aware of that wetland buffer and the requirement to have a retaining wall or something along those lines, in order to pass building inspection for the house? Engineer Landis replied that was his understanding that the Building Department would rely upon the approved site plan for those setbacks on the plot plan. Commissioner Brackon said his fear is the purchasers of that lot just continue to encroach on the wetland without regard to it being a wetland. Mr. Emerine said with regards to the wetland and not the buffer, the reason that the lot line is drawn outside the wetland is, that their limits of ownership are outside of the wetland boundary. While they don’t know it yet with regard to the wetland, not the buffer, they don’t know this for certain yet because their EGLE permit application is still being reviewed. Typically, when EGLE issues a permit for this they usually require a conservation easement to be placed over the existing wetland. He wasn’t sure if they were going to require that here yet, but it typically is a requirement. Should EGLE require that conservation easement, as part of their EGLE permit application, they will be required to add that easement to the Condo docs and the easement would be recorded.

Trustee Urbanowski stated that her concern about lot 15 is for the wetland and it is also for the structure itself. She lives in a neighborhood where the person across the street from her has four sump pumps that go constantly. They have heard in previous meetings about water and being so close to wetlands. She asked if there will be a basement in this structure? Mr. Emerine said that will do groundwater testing out here to determine where the groundwater level is. That lot will have a basement, the basement elevation will be above the water level in that wetland. He will make sure that the sump pump and the footing drains, which are below the basement floor elevation of 18 inches will also be above it. He will hear from Mr. Perlman if he doesn’t design that appropriately. He understood her concern and they will have to do testing out there. They have done some geotechnical work out there, but they have to do some groundwater testing on lots 14 and 15. Trustee Urbanowski said if it was not, would it be an option to not put in the basement? Her neighbors had 20 offers on their house before they were able to sell it, and they didn’t know. She was just trying to be sure they are setting up, for whoever is going to live at 15, for success. Mr. Emerine said his biggest concern as an engineer is groundwater. Doing storm sewer systems and drainage is the easy stuff it is the groundwater that usually gets overlooked and missed. They will certainly do that here. He
added that if the basement is into the groundwater, he will have to talk to Mr. Perlman about it and let him know that they can’t put the basement into the groundwater. They don’t have the data now to prove it to them, if they wanted to make that a condition, they can submit data to Engineer Landis and his team and let him review the groundwater information, he would be happy to do that. He is going to do it anyways he is going to give him the data anyway during the engineering phase. He was totally comfortable with that. He said that it is probably going to be a walkout basement and that walkout is going to be 1.5 – 2 ft. above the groundwater level there.

Trustee Urbanowski said she used to live in Lake Forest and her backyard was a walkout basement on a nature preserve and each spring she had ducks swimming up to her backdoor. She was thinking from a homeowner’s perspective on potential issues, and she didn’t want that to be an issue.

Chairman Reynolds felt that the plan as submitted was fairly straightforward in a number of different ways. He didn’t have a major issue with the small remediation of the wetlands the 0.04 acres. He was not a big fan of the setback waiver for the wetland. He didn’t have a problem with the lot line being outside of that wetland buffer but thought that they have that 25-ft. setback buffer for a reason. That would make that buildable footprint within 5-ft. of that wetland. He thought overall the site plan was pretty straightforward there weren’t major comments, but he was not a huge fan of the wetland setback waiver. Vice-Chairman Gross thought that they could easily just adjust their buildable lot line to be outside of the buffer.

Vice-Chairman Gross thought it was nice to see a development come in that is residential and that meets the ordinance. No waivers are really being requested. He asked if the purchaser of the lot are they purchasing just the unit or are they purchasing the lot also? Mr. Emerine replied that they are purchasing the lot also. Vice-Chairman Gross asked what was the responsibility for maintaining the lot, the owner’s responsibility? Mr. Emerine replied yes. Vice-Chairman Gross asked if an HOA would be responsible for maintaining? Mr. Emerine replied not the property itself; the HOA would be responsible for the general common element which is everything outside of lot lines. The HOA will be responsible for any entrance landscaping, entrance signage, entrance lighting, and the park area. There is also a large park area in the back and the HOA will be responsible for that and the little strip on the side of lot 9. Everything on the lots itself will be the responsibility of the homeowners. Vice-Chairman Gross asked about the retention basin? Mr. Emerine replied that the HOA will be responsible for that as well.

Chairman Reynolds stated that there were additional reviews from other staff members and there was a site walk completed by the Site Walk Committee. Their Public Services reviewer had no additional comments along with the Fire Marshal. Obviously, there are some additional steps or reviews in a future sense. The condo docs are essentially reviewed later on. Per our order of operation, if people would like to discuss further items, they are welcome to once a motion is on the table and seconded there is the opportunity for public comment along with additional comments.

Commissioner Brackon said he liked Vice-Chairman Gross’s idea and would like some other opinions on the wetland setback waiver being conditional upon that the building footprint cannot encroach within 25-ft. of the wetland. Chairman Reynolds stated that they would just not be granting the waiver. The waiver is allowing the buildable footprint to encroach into that 25-ft. Commissioner Brackon wondered if it was just the ownership of the property? Chairman Reynolds asked Engineer Landis if the waiver were to be not granted, the lot line could still proceed at the edge of that wetland, but the setback would be defaulted not to the side yard setback requirement of 5-ft. but rather 25-ft. because it is adjacent to a wetland? This would be pretty straightforward to a straight request that anyone else on a property if they had a wetland that they would have to build 25-ft. from that boundary. Engineer Landis replied yes; they are
Mr. Emerine stated that one other thing that the Planning Commission should be aware of with regard to this wetland. The wetland in question was delineated, it is under EGLE permit application right now. It is in their opinion right now and the opinion of their engineering that this wetland itself was actually kind of manmade. What they found in the field was the adjacent property owner at 751 Waldon Rd. has built a driveway, whether or not it was permitted by EGLE but there is a road that was filled there is no culvert in that area providing relief drainage from their wetland across this driveway. It appears that this driveway when this fill was placed across this culvert it created this manmade wetland here. If they look at the National Wetland Inventory Maps that are published on EGLE’s website, there are no wetlands regulated on the National Wetland Inventory Maps. The applicant is willing to maintain this existing wetland that is here, in their opinion it shouldn’t be there, and if this road was never built this wetland or this drainage area would sheet flow down into the large wetland complex along the existing ditch. The problem is the water can’t get to the ditch because they built a driveway across this. Essentially, the pond shouldn’t be there, it is because the neighbor built the driveway. The applicant is willing to maintain this existing wetland as it is, and maintain the hydrology coming across as EGLE requested but the presence of this wetland probably shouldn’t be there, and now that area is encroaching on lot 15. They already have an odd, shaped parcel on lot 15 to begin with but that was basically done at the request of EGLE. They actually wanted to fill that wetland and bring the lot out, but EGLE suggested that they didn’t do that, so they notched their lot out to satisfy EGLE. Moving this footprint outside of that wetland footprint would be problematic for lot 15 and wasn’t sure they could make it a viable building footprint on lot 15.

Commissioner Brackon asked if they knew when the road was built? Mr. Emerine said he looked at historic aerials, but they couldn’t tell because there were so many trees you can’t see the two-track road going through there. He tried to do that evaluation, but they couldn’t see. Commissioner Brackon asked if they talked to the property owner? Mr. Perlman replied no. Commissioner Brackon asked why? Mr. Perlman asked what they would be asking them? Commissioner Brackon replied when they built the road; how long the wetland has been there. He added if even what they are saying is correct, they have no evidence that that road caused that wetland, that is just speculation at this point and time. Mr. Perlman said that when they did the walk on the site a couple of issues came up and they did climb into that area, and even Robert Premo said this was absolutely manmade and it is being blocked because they looked for a culvert and there was none. Additionally, when they walked the other side where they wanted to fill, again, with Robert Premo where they were adjacent to the other property it was determined that this flow was caused by the neighbors behind there actually running across his property. They even looked to see if there was a catch basin there. EGLE agreed that this was caused by the runoff there and the lack of access from there, he did not ask about the road because EGLE at this point said that they agreed that is what caused it, manmade but it wasn’t designated but now they are. They did not ask; for the last 5-10 years he didn’t know because they are calling it a wetland now regardless. Mr. Emerine said wetlands get bigger or smaller depending on what is going on they get delineated. No wetland actually exists until it gets delineated by a wetland consultant. The only historical information that they could really look at is EGLE’s wetland map viewer and there is no registered wetland on the national wetland inventory, and there are not even hydric soils on EGLE’s wetland map.

Mr. Emerine stated one other thing that Mr. Perlman kind of mentioned is this development next door is supposed to have a rear yard swale and storm sewer network system, and they do, there is a rear yard storm sewer in this system. But the four lots, their rear yard storm sewer drains, and sheet flows straight off onto their property. That has created the ditch and wetland boundary. They talked to Robert Premo about this and asked him if he was going to regulate this and he is. Mr. Perlman as part of his wetland permit application is going to have to mitigate at a 1.5 to 1 ratio for this .04 acres and pay into an EGLE-approved wetland bank. There is
nothing they can do about it, they knew it, that is why they put the culvert in, they are paying into an EGLE wetland bank. He felt that the road is what created this whole system on site. It is there it exists, it is regulated, but they tried everything they could do to save the wetland itself; they did all the things that Robert Premo asked, and they will do all the things that the Planning Commission suggests. Moving the area out is going to make this lot too deep to build a house. This was what they were hoping to do to make this lot work.

Commissioner Gingell asked if there was a process that they need to go through to connect that road? Planning & Zoning Director Girling replied that it is a public road they are going to be working with the Road Commission. Commissioner Gingell asked if the homeowners get notified on the other side? Planning & Zoning Director Girling replied that it was left like it is anticipating a future connection.

Trustee Urbanowski stated that they are putting more homes here and she was concerned about if that wetland was manmade or if it is supposed to be there. She didn’t think that was manmade, nature found a way to make a wetland. She was concerned about that lot encroaching on that wetland. She asked regarding the decks, would that be extending past that? Chairman Reynolds replied that if it was a wetland buffer then no, if it was from the lot line and there was a waiver granted then yes. Planning & Zoning Director Girling said if they are allowing a wetland setback waiver based on this plan and it is showing it so many feet into the 25-ft. wetland then anything has to be within that lot. If they build a house and they are able to build a house and the house goes right to that mark that they are giving the wavier that is as far as they can go. Again, they could then come in for a ZBA variance to go even further if they had the house go right to that mark and they then wanted to put a deck that went even further into that mark. Commissioner Brackon said or a shed? Planning & Zoning Director Girling replied that any structure has to be at the 25-ft. it is the requirement. Since this is a site plan, and they are showing their building envelop it is Planning Commission that is discussing it that can give a waiver. If the house is built and they want to come in with a shed and they want to put it within that 25-ft., then they have the right to go to the Zoning Board of Appeals asking to be within that 25-ft. If they want to add a deck to the house that is within the 25-ft. they go to the ZBA. Trustee Urbanowski said that is her only sticking point with this, everything else is right in line with the way it should be.

Chairman Reynolds said he echoed those concerns and as a point of reference he didn’t think that they frequently grant this waiver. They have many wetlands permits that have different delineations and things especially in this corridor it is not something that he was in huge support for.

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Walker, that the Planning Commission approves the wetland permit for PC-22-30, Waldon Reserve, located at 625 Waldon Rd. (parcel 09-27-276-038) for plans date stamped received July 20, 2022. This approval is based on the following findings of fact: that the proposed minor impact on the overall wetlands will not have long-term negative effects; the proposed land use is consistent with the zoning of the property and the proposed minor impacts are consistent with typical developments to provide the required road access, utility networks, and stormwater management; the approval is based on the above findings: that the wetlands protection ordinance as being met, the applicant is providing the required stormwater management facilities impacting the least amount of wetland area possible given the location of the improvements.

Roll call vote was as follows: St. Henry, yes; Walker, yes; Urbanowski, yes; Brackon, yes; Gross, yes; Gingell, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0.
Vice-Chairman Gross said he was concerned if that wetland buffer revision is really impacting the buildable portion of lot 15. If the setback area could be at the 25-ft. buffer line, he thought that would resolve that issue. Chairman Reynolds said he hears the concern about the buildable footprint of the lot. He thought it wasn’t much different than a piece of property would be developed that would have to adhere to that setback, in his opinion. He understood that it is potentially creating a lot that is a small house footprint, but he was not a big fan of starting to break away or setting that determination that is something that they are looking to entertain.

Commissioner Walker asked in the spirit of compromise would the petitioner be willing to decrease the size of that waiver from the 25-ft.? Mr. Perlman said they would have to see actually look at that how much that they could do. Mr. Emerine said that it is 10-ft. away from the wetland it is 15-ft. into the setback. Mr. Perlman said he understood that they don’t want to set precedence when someone is encroaching on a setback. It makes sense if they are doing a one-off in his opinion. They are creating a one-off situation where they should know when they want to move forward and did their own due diligence, and he wasn’t saying that it was anybody’s responsibility but theirs prior to purchase, it wasn’t shown as a wetland at that time. They actually have taken out another lot to try to create a situation where there is access to the open space in the back. If he had one site and he saw this, he probably wouldn’t have done it but when they are trying to be consistent with the type of product, they are offering this community where they are hoping to do all homes colonials from 2,600-3,000-sq. ft., really nice plans. When you are doing a whole community like this as opposed to one-off and trying to create a plan for one, the concern is with the size, and what they are trying to do, they are creating a plan for one site, and it also can take away from home development. They are all trying to be consistent and have a good streetscape. He wasn’t sure in terms of the viability compared to the homes around it, they could make it work. He understood if it was one alone but in terms of marketability when they create this situation it makes it really difficult. One of the things that Mr. Emerine said which should be addressed is most likely EGLE will put a conservation easement meaning that they know it is going to be protected. Regarding the basements and multiple sump pumps most of those are cases where they have a high-water table throughout the whole community. With this being almost manmade the likelihood is that they won’t. Will they do borings, if need be, and do they disclose that, they would, they are building the house too. Prior to this company, he has been building homes for 42 years. Previously he was Ivanhoe Huntley, and they built a ton of communities a lot of them that were in very difficult sites like Chelsea Park. They have dealt with this before, and they disclose everything. He wouldn’t let it be a surprise; it is not a situation really where they are going to get the flooding because it has been the same. He walked this with EGLE he even acknowledged that this was manmade, but he said what can I do. That is why another area he ignored. If it was a stand-alone it would be one thing but when you are trying to sell a community so it has to be compared to what is adjacent it would be very difficult to find someone that wants to buy something that has that type of variance compared to the surrounding homes. Would he consider it yes, he may be able to do a little bit less, but in order to maintain the consistency in the neighborhood that is why they went with it so they could offer something consistent with the surrounding homes.

Moved by Commissioner Brackon, seconded by Chairman Reynolds, that the Planning Commission deny a wetland setback waiver for PC-22-30, Waldon Reserve, located at 625 Waldon Rd. (parcel 09-27-276-038) for plans date stamped received July 20, 2022, based on the applicant not demonstrating the appropriateness of a lower setback and compliance with the following criteria: they have not demonstrated or discussed any habitat preservation, water quality preservation, stormwater quality retention. The Planning Commission had multiple discussions about water issues and that particular area with other developments; there has been a claim that his wetland is manmade although no evidence has been presented of that here tonight; they also said it would be very difficult to build a home where there is the setback but very difficult is not impossible.
Discussion on the motion:

Vice-Chairman Gross said he didn’t want to try to solve the problem here tonight. Conceivably a 5-ft. setback waiver in the front could help alleviate the buffer setback at the rear. Granted they are dealing with other commissions involving that. If the front setback was 35 ft. instead of 40-ft. that could shift everything up 5 ft. and take a lot out of the buffer area. Chairman Reynolds said if there is a hardship demonstrating there is a possibility of that. What he keeps coming back to is 25-ft. from the wetland; this is not the first time they have run into the argument about whether it is manmade or not. Especially in this area a lot of these property’s being expansive large lots there is going to be manipulation and a need to address the water as it sits, especially as it continues to develop.

Secretary St. Henry asked the applicant, for the record, if they were willing to compromise per Commissioner Walker’s comments? Commissioner Brackon stated that the reason he made the motion was that he heard nothing to that effect. Mr. Perlman stated that he thought Commissioner Gross had an excellent suggestion, he didn’t know that was something possible. He was open to compromise whether it be not requesting as much of an encroachment maybe in concert with adjusting the front setback that way it could be a win-win where they are not going to encroach that much, and they just get a 5-ft. relief on the front so that there would be less impact on the wetland setback. He thought it was a good idea and was not opposed to it.

Chairman Reynolds stated at this point and time they are just talking about a wetland waiver. He asked if there was hardship determined in the future would that be grounds for a variance even though it is a site condominium? Planner Arroyo replied that they have the ability to apply to the Zoning Board of Appeals for a variance. If they feel that they have a practical difficulty, yes.

Roll call vote was as follows: Urbanowski, yes; Gross, yes; Gingell, yes; Walker, yes; Brackon, yes; St. Henry, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0.

Chairman Reynolds stated that they have a site plan review still in front of them this evening. He asked them to keep in mind that there were just a couple of minor items open between the Planner’s review regarding irrigation planned trees and additional reviews of individual applications later on seeing how this is just the overall site. He believed that the OHM comment was in regard to final engineering. He didn’t believe there were any wetland comments there. There would be additional items required as a condo development to adhere to the board and further condo documents to be reviewed by all parties at a later date.

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Walker, that the Planning Commission grants site plan approval for PC-22-30, Waldon Reserve, located at 625 Waldon Rd. (parcel 09-27-276-038) for plans date stamped received July 20, 2022, based upon: with the minor exception of lot 15 the building footprint being shown outside of the wetland buffer. This approval is based on the following conditions: that the condominium development is approved by the Board of Trustees as per Zoning Ordinance #78; that the condominium documents be approved by the Township Engineer, Planner, and Attorney; the issues of the Engineers review letter be addressed as appropriate, and he was pleased to see this residential development that comes forward to them meeting all other ordinance requirements.

Discussion on the motion:

Chairman Reynolds said he just wanted to clarify there are irrigation plans, trees, and future review of individualized building plans as part of the Planner’s review. He added that irrigation plans were not provided, and he thought there were some issues with some trees
that were spoken to this evening. The applicant didn’t have any issue addressing but would like those to be a part of the motion if he would be willing to amend.

Planning & Zoning Director Girling asked if it needed to come back with those conditions or can it be administratively approved by consultants?

Vice-Chairman Gross amended his motion, Commissioner Walker re-supported to include the issues of the Planners review letter be addressed and that this can be administratively approved by consultants.

**Roll call vote was as follows:** Gross, yes; St. Henry, yes; Urbanowski, yes; Brackon, yes; Gingell, yes; Walker, yes; Reynolds, yes. **Motion carried 7-0.**

B. PC-22-31, 1112-1128 Lapeer Road Rezone, request to rezone 1112, 1116, 1120, 1124, 1128 & 1132 S. Lapeer Road (parcel #09-14-201-005) from Restricted Business (RB) to General Business (GB).

Chairman Reynolds asked if the applicant had anything to add? If not, he will send it over to their professional consultants for their review. Mr. August said if there are any questions. He did want to stress that the consultant’s one issue was the lot size. He wanted to again stress that they had a closing scheduled for Friday for the piece south of this and if they get the rezoning approval today then they will proceed with that closing so those pieces can be combined to better reflect the General Business (GB) classification in the Future Land Use plan.

Chairman Reynolds said he will now turn it over to Giffels Webster for their review of the rezone request. He asked the members of the public that this is a recommendation, and a rezone request also involves the Board of Trustees.

Planner Pietsch read through his review date stamped August 4, 2022.

Chairman Reynolds said it does exceed their minimum requirements for lot size, so it doesn’t, in his perspective, go against their ordinance. It is consistent with the adjacent uses and seemed compatible not only with adjacent uses but also with the Master Plan.

Commissioner Brackon asked what was the parcel to the south? Commissioner Reynolds replied it was Glendale Auto. The parcel is occupied by an existing strip mall and then there is a small portion that essentially has the other retail development to the south. Vice-Chairman Gross asked if the sports bar was to the north? Chairman Reynolds replied no, the sports bar is to the south of it. Secretary St. Henry said it was adjacent to the Road Commission yard.

Moved by Secretary St. Henry, seconded by Trustee Urbanowski, that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the Board of Trustees to approve PC-22-31, 1112-1128 Lapeer Road Rezone, request to rezone 1112, 1116, 1120, 1124, 1128 & 1132 S. Lapeer (parcel 09-14-201-005) from Restricted Business (RB) to General Business (GB). This recommendation to approve is based on the following findings of facts: that this plan meets the objectives of the Master Plan in regard to further developing a commercial business zone in the area; that the existing uses of the property within the general area of the property in question are consistent with what is being proposed; the suitability of the property in question to the uses permitted, under the existing zoning classifications are met; in regard to this specific plan and the applicant’s timetable for purchasing two pieces of property and combining them into an adjacent new development fits with their overall Master Plan objectives for that area; when the site plan is submitted it meets the Planners request to make sure that the setback requirements are followed.

**Roll call vote was as follows:** Walker, yes; Brackon, yes; St. Henry, yes; Gross, yes;
Urbanowski, yes; Gingell, yes; Reynolds, yes. **Motion carried 7-0**

8. **UNFINISHED BUSINESS**
None.

9. **PUBLIC COMMENTS**
None.

10. **COMMUNICATIONS**
None.

11. **PLANNERS REPORTS**
A. The Future of Transportation Article from Giffels Webster

Planner Arroyo stated that this highlights electric vehicles and some of the changes that may be impacting their communities, as they know they are growing. One of the interesting questions deals with recharging; there is some new federal legislation that is going to provide some incentives for purchasing electric vehicles. The question is do they have the infrastructure to charge them properly? One of the things that are kind of the big picture is the potential to recharge them from the roadway itself through induction technology. There are some pilot projects that are going to be put in place. At the same time, a complex problem never has an easy solution, and a solution includes multiple levels of charging opportunities, so certainly providing for that. The ordinance provides for it. Some communities have gotten more aggressive in terms of actually requiring that a certain percentage of parking spaces have charging stations or at a minimum charging infrastructure. The thought is, being that putting a conduit under a parking lot before it is built is a lot cheaper than going in and later tearing the parking lot up to put the conduit in. These are all things to keep monitoring and considering. Also, considering if there would be other incentives such as if they were to have carpool lanes would you allow for people who have electric vehicle charging to use those even though they don’t have more than one person in the car. There are all kinds of interesting things that government can do from a programming and policy perspective to impact how certain resources are being used in their community. It all goes to the whole concept of you want to have a goal of being greener and having opportunities for people and encourage people to use certain technologies. A lot of times when they are at the beginning of those technologies being introduced, they need to have incentives to encourage those. Right now, electric vehicles cost a lot more money so that is why they are seeing some incentives at the governmental level to purchase those. You happen to be a community that approved an electric vehicle assembly plant and a battery plant. He thought for several reasons let’s keep monitoring it and see how they might react to those changes and prepare for those changes that are happening.

Chairman Reynolds asked if Planner Arroyo has seen ordinances starting to change to either require, suggest, or provide the opportunity of public benefit by providing a charging station specifically? He thought that was something soon on the horizon. Planner Arroyo replied if they thought that was important to them as a community, they could specifically call that out as a type of thing they are looking for a community benefit.

Vice-Chairman Gross said it wasn’t too long ago that they started requiring handicap parking for required purposes.

Secretary St. Henry asked if there were any regulations or requirements coming from other government entities beyond the Township to install EV charging units? He added that virtually every development now, they are seeing them, and he was sure other communities were seeing them. He asked if there was something else motivating developers besides that it just seems to
make sense? Planner Arroyo replied that he believed there were some new guidelines coming from the Federal Government for federal facilities, that those be installed he just couldn’t give him exact sight as to what it is. He thought they will see more of that, at the State level, he thought some municipalities will do it on their own. If they are really trying to promote this at the national level, they have to make sure that the infrastructure is there so that when people have these vehicles, they can charge them and can travel. If you go up north, what are you going to do? He was just in Rogers City over the weekend and the public parking lot has a charging station at it. There are places that are preparing for that.

Commissioner Brackon asked if the technology exists for these lanes anywhere in the United States already where it has been implemented? Planner Arroyo said he couldn’t sight a specific location, but it is planned in the Corktown area which was one of the pilot projects. He didn’t think that was in place yet, but it is certainly planned with the Ford Motor Company taking over the Michigan Central Station, which is one of the locations. It is being studied for connection between Detroit and Ann Arbor. The state is in the process of studying or at least there would be a lane that would provide for this induction charging. It is going to happen very soon. There are some limited places where it is in place but on a larger scale, it is going to happen very soon.

Secretary St. Henry said that the County is partnering with a number of manufacturers and actually going to be developing these mobility technologies in regard to charging. It is something that is underway right now.

Commissioner Brackon thought that it would be a mess to begin to study it in Michigan with winters. Planner Arroyo said it was part of the technology though.

Chairman Reynolds said some of the components would be, as an architect of a site like this, that has charging stations in it, it was not necessarily planned that they would be there on day one but that they would come soon, or they would be coming. Luckily there were some grant programs available that implemented those instantaneously when the facility opened but the conduit runs considering a charger, is not just a charger there are levels. Some of these newer cars say they can charge it in 45 minutes that is a level 3 charger that is a lot. There are more conduit runs there, and there is a more robust infrastructure that needs to be present. Maybe that isn’t a day one install but as a conduit runs just like it would for a sprinkler system underneath your driveway, so you don’t have to rip up the driveway. When you bring service and utility into a building may be the network can’t support all of the charging stations that you would intend to one day be installing. At least they have the ability to say here is how we are going to implement it maybe day two, five, or year 10.

Planner Arroyo said he read what they are doing in China now is they are designing the vehicles so they can actually switch out the battery. While you are at work you can go on your phone and say you need a new battery, somebody comes to your parking lot takes the battery out of your car, and puts another one in, it is recharged then you go. That is another potential technology change. They don’t do that with our cars where they are interchangeable like that where someone can come to your parking and do that. That could be something that could happen. Multiple solutions to a complex problem, not just one.

Chairman Reynolds thought it was a topic that they keep talking about especially with GM here in Orion.

B. MTA Regional Summits Brochure
Chairman Reynolds asked Planning & Zoning Director Girling if she would like to go over training budget opportunities. Planning & Zoning Director Girling stated that they always strongly encourage education. They have at least this year, and she always goes after a hefty budget for
education. Not all of them involve travel, not all of the opportunities do, and some of them are from the comfort of your home virtual. At the Regional Summit, you don’t have to do both days, you can do one day. She asked them to look over the topics and if there is anything they feel that is beneficial to their position as a Planning Commission member let her know and they will get them enrolled.

C. Michigan Association of Planning’s 2022 Annual Conference
Planning & Zoning Director Girling said at the planning conference, from the comfort of your home, after the conference, there is a virtual that where they can see the key topics. The planner’s conference is a complex one to coordinate. If they are interested, it is Mackinaw Island, there is the ferry, the storage of your car, there are a number of things. If you have any interest, she asked that they let her know as soon as possible. If there are multiple people she usually asks if there is the ability to try to go to different topics since they all are put on by the Michigan Association of Planning, then they got multiple planning topics that are covered. She will send out an email with a deadline, so if anyone is interested, they have a point that they know how many, if any, will be attending.

Secretary St. Henry asked when the Regional Summit what are those dates? She said that there are multiple, there are Marquette, Kalamazoo, Bellaire, Mt. Pleasant, and Port Huron. She thought that Port Huron would be the closest. Chairman Reynolds said it is pretty much every weekend in October. October 4th and 5th in Marquette, October 10th and 11th Kalamazoo, October 12th and 13th Bellaire, October 18th and 19th Mt. Pleasant, and October 25th and 26th Port Huron. Planning & Zoning Director Girling wanted to point out that when they go over day one and day two, day one doesn’t start until three, that is check in. Then there is a welcoming, it really is socializing on day one, and day two are all mostly where the classes are.

Commissioner Bracken said he saw where Giffels Webster is hosting a social hour at the Pink Pony in Mackinaw. Planner Arroyo said the Pink Pony up in Mackinaw, they should come. He is going to be there, and they did it there last time the conference was there, and it was like the highlight of the conference, it was a good party.

Chairman Reynolds said these are two different organizations that they belong to, Michigan Township Association. The Summits he would highly recommend, it is a little bit different format, but they usually bring in a really good diverse background where it is not just appealing to planning topics but also larger government topics. He thought that was a great one to attend to understand the bigger picture. He has always appreciated it because they kind of hit it from a couple of different angles, and it develops some thinking process nicely. The Michigan Association of Planning conference is always a great one, there are planning topics galore. It doesn't hurt that they are on Mackinaw Island and Mission Pointe. That one is from October 12th through the 14th. He has attended both in the past and thought it was a great opportunity sitting on this Board to be able to take some time out and go enjoy a new location and some discussion, and then go out and talk with fellow Planning Commissioners. He would hope that people wouldn’t be disappointed after they go, he always got a lot out of them.

12. COMMITTEE REPORTS
None.

13. PUBLIC HEARINGS
None.

14. CHAIRMAN’S COMMENTS
None.
15. COMMISSIONERS’ COMMENTS
Commissioner Gingell said that since their last meeting she wanted to make very clear that her family does not own property in Gingellville. She has gotten a lot of messages, they don’t benefit from anything happening in Gingellville, their last name is just Gingell. They love the history, that is it. They don’t benefit from anything going on there or any decisions that they make here at this Board. Chairman Reynolds said when there are potential conflicts, they disclose that because they don’t want to have those issues present.

16. ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Trustee Urbanowski, seconded by Commissioner Gingell, to adjourn the meeting at 8:20 p.m. Motion carried.

Respectfully submitted,

Debra Walton
PC/ZBA Clerk
Charter Township of Orion
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